

Harold W. Borns, Jr., PhD
9 Alumni Drive  
Orono,  ME   04473
July 24,  2014

The Ellsworth American
30 Water Street 
Ellsworth,  ME  04605-2033

Attn:   Stephen Fay,  Managing Editor 

Re:  “Lamoine Voters Made The Right Choice”: by Willem Brutsaert  6/19/14 E/A


From my perspective,  as a glacial geologist with 30 years of research in the glaciology of  eastern coastal Maine, I would like to add my voice  in support of the findings of Professor Willem Brutsaert,  Civil Engineer and  Groundwater Hydrologist,  for his letter to the Ellsworth American on June  19,  2014.  

The Town of Lamoine voted “YES” on it's June 10th,  2014 referendum  to change  Lamoine’s  “Building and Land Use Ordinance”.    This “YES”  vote will save Lamoine’s Rural and Agricultural Zone from continuing  excavation  and pollution of  new gravel pit sites.   This heroic action will prevent the final and complete destruction of the Lamoine section of the Clifton-Lamoine esker-delta complex.   The Clifton-Lamoine  glacial feature is a sand and gravel aquifer which continues to be the sole source of Lamoine’s  diminished  ground water supply due to   previous  and  progressive destruction of  the aquifer .

In general, eskers are sinuous ridges of sand and gravel deposited from  melt water in tunnels at the base of  glaciers.  This sand and gravel is deposited on the landscape as  the Glaciers melt away.   Maine is blessed in having the largest numbers of extensively developed eskers in the United States.     This particular esker, which actually starts in Clifton, Maine,  runs through Ellsworth,  ending at the southern end of  Lamoine,  a distance of approximately 5 miles.  Clearly it is not one continuous ridge as some think, but is composed of aligned segments,  each several hundreds of feet in length  and  up to fifty feet in height. .     

All eskers are permeable and act as excellent filters for rain and melted snow water draining downward through the  porous sand and gravel to the groundwater table.  The table is the surface below which all of the pore space is filled with the filtered water.  While eskers are an excellent   source of high quality water, for  Maine,  they are also a major source for the mining of sand and gravel.

Where the receding glacier margin ended in the late glacial transgressing sea along the entire coastal zone of Maine,  melt water exiting the esker tunnels discharged  melt water and sediment into the sea,  building sub-marine  fans,  or if the fans build up to sea level,  they are called glacial-marine deltas.

The very large and thick sand and gravel deposits adjacent to Blunt’s Pond and in the Town Center of Lamoine are both such deltas,  the surface‘s of each  marking a late-glacial  high sea level at 250 feet above the present sea level.  In Ellsworth, Farrington Hill and the hill at Northern Junction are part of this esker system.   Both Farrington Hill and  Northern Junction Hill are  marine deltas, which  have been extensively  mined  for  sand and gravel extraction, destroying this very large area, also for  ground water filtration  and use as a water supply for that area. 

I have attended several meetings in Lamoine  regarding the ongoing pollution of the esker  .  On occasion, several residents have argued that “Pollution in one segment is transmitted along the esker to the next segment.”   In contrast, any pollution by hydrocarbons from vehicles (gasoline and oil)   in gravel pits, for example, remains confined to  that esker segment.

The esker is not a continuous pipe line because it is composed of separate and disconnected segments.  Therefore, all the hydrocarbon pollution of esker-derived water in Lamoine has a local origin in gasoline and oil , from pit machinery,  entering the groundwater through the pit floor.   Pollution in Ellsworth has not moved south along the esker to  pollute the aquifer in Lamoine.

Lamoine’s “Gravel Ordinance” requires an evaluation of the seasonal levels of ground water and that the downward extraction of gravel should cease well above the higher seasonal level of the ground water table.  To a large degree this has never been observed and some pits are floored on the ground water table as Professor Brutsaert has observed.

Although hydrocarbons do biodegrade, they do so  extremely  slowly,  insuring ,  unfortunately, polluted wells for a very long time.   Dr Brutsaert points out that not only are the present house and well owners going to suffer, as no perfect cleanup of the well is possible,  which devaluates the value of a home with a hydrocarbon polluted well .

To further complicate the problem of the pit floors in Lamoine that are now approximating or at the ground water level, are in further jeopardy.  Global Climate Change scenarios for the Northeast predict increased precipitation.  This prediction is now coming true for Maine, therefore all existing and planned pits are already in serious trouble.  

Keep in mind that before pitting, the sand and gravel overlying the groundwater table in the esker  was up to 50' or more in thickness and  served as an excellent natural  filtration system for water in the aquifer.  As the Robert Gerber Report  (on Lamoine's groundwater potential),  pointed out many years ago,  that Lamoine's water supply was of unusually high quality, and could possibly be used as a renewable resource for bottled water extraction.  This potential has now been precluded by the extraction of the natural filtration zone of the esker.  It seems a bit of an “irony”, when realizing that while Lamoine has lost this non-replaceable filtration system ,  much of Lamoine’s sand and gravel resource has gone to Mt. Desert Island to be used as filtration beds for household and industrial septic disposal systems!

All told, Lamoine could be held up as a poster town  that has allowed its core natural resource to be,  for all practical purposes,   nearly totally destroyed.    If the pitting  of the two remaining  sand and gravel esker deltas, is allowed to go to completion,  the destruction of the resource will be complete.  The extraction companies will then move on, leaving  the pitted remains of the town of Lamoine.    However, if husbanded properly for the present and the future,  as suggested in “The Gerber Report”,  the  esker/ esker-deltas would have  provided an excess of renewable high-quality water,  a  picturesque rolling landscape that  would have been desirable for  housing,  farming and parks. .  This can now,  never come to pass, and  the history of Lamoine's  destruction should serve as a lesson to other towns  lucky enough to still be  endowed with,  an  elegantly designed , natural gravel &  sand esker-aquifer, and exquisite  pure water supply. 

Signed: 



Harold W Borns,  Jr

HWB, Jr/ jvn,  .       .    


